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New York State Assembly
12248

Albany. NY

Dear Member

or

the Assembly

Oppose All447

As a nurse-midwife, I am obviously in favor of the services
of nurse practitioners being more available to the citizens
of New York.
However, I write to you now in opposition to
Al1447. known as the nurse-practitioner bill. My concern
relates to the lack of a collegial relationship between
nurse-practitioners and •collaborating" physicians.
The
supervising rather than consultative a.ad referral
relationship the bill promulgates unduly constrains the
practice of nurses who have been certified as a result of
successfully completing a recognized educational program
and satisfying any other criteria set up by the certifying
body.
Such consultative and referral relationships rather
than supervision are essential to meeting the needs of
underserved rural and urban populations: service delivery
problems could not be alleviated by the means suggested.
The idea t-hat one physician can supervise unlimited numbers
of nurse-practitioners, including four off-site (with no
distance defined) attributes "supernatural" powers to
physicians and puts them in a precarious position vis a vis
professional liability risk.
In addition, the bill sets a precedent which is not to
be found in situations of family physician/specialist
aedical practice and thus is discriminatory to the practice
of nursing.
For example, family practitioners in general
do not have privileges to perform cesarean section.
Vet
they are not required to submit or post the name/s of the
general surgeon/s or obstetrician/s who would provide
surgical back-up: nor must women at risk of cesarean be
managed under an obstetrician's supervision.
The
recognition of limits of skill and knowledge on the part of
both family practitioners and nurse-practitioners is
handled through use of a double standard and at the expense
of nursing.
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I further believe that Maternity Center Associations
(MCA) Rew Fa•ily Proeraa. description enclosed. could not
function with the success and econaay that it deaonstrates
-if the,nurse-practitioner were required to have
ers
sapervislon by her pediatric colleague. Doth practition
on the
are eaployees at MCA: their colleagial
relationship fs one of
respect and has worked well
tor over three years. Tbe progra• is currently being
evaluated by a researcher
the Cornell Department of
Public Health tor the etficlency or operation. The~e has
~een no need to legislate their
concerns for
tbroue;h
chart review. Each is a
professional in his/her own ri~ht. In short. I see this
proposed legislation as damaging to the high quality.
satisfying and cost-effective
of care being provided
to new
at MCA.
Thank you for this opportunity to acquaint you with
MCA's experience on this issue.

Sincerely,

/) lr.P!.

• .

tJ-::cn_
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,~th Watson Lubic, CNM, MA, EdD,· FAAN
General Direetor
RWL/ps

Enclosures

MATERNITY CENTER INSTALLS

"NEW FAMILY" PROGRAM

· Gyn/Pediotric Services Will Promote Wellness
By CAROLYN J. CARLSON
Matemily Cenler Association is launchAs a result. the New Family Program
ing a SefVice providing parenting supwill be limited at rust 10 CbC parenrs who
port, including well-woman gynecological
are residents ol Manhattan and expecting
and well-child pediatric care, for Childtheir fllSI child on or aller March tS. 1985.
bearing Cenler mothers and infants for
If ~uccesstut, however. the program may
up lo lwo years aher birlh. Christened lhe
expand lo include lhose from Olher
'"New Family Program;· ii is lhe latest in
boroughs. ..Because ii will be run as a
a long series ol demonstration projecls
demonstration projed:· said Ms. Pelers.
initiated by MCA. The first comprehen'"we will be examining and res1ruc1u1ing
sive p1ogram of ils kind in a freestanding
the program to meet families' needs."
birth cenler. the NFP was developed in
The New Family Program will offer lhe
response to requests for such services
same quality auenrion that has been lhe
wilh lhe CbC's family-cenrered and ecoSlandard at the CbC. Care wiU be
nomical approach 10 heallh care.
provided by a nurse-physician team
"Childbearing Cenler families have
which promo1es wellness by means ol a
been asking for this kind ol service all
strong emphasis on education and disalong, and we feh lhat ir was !he right
ease prevention. As in lhe CbC. approp,ilime lo undertake lhe project." said Alexale referrals wilt be made in the case ol
andra Peters, a two-time CbC mOlher and
iUriess.
chairman of lhe MCA Board subcommilParents inlerested in the program will
lee which developed and designed the
sign up by me 341h week ol pregnancy
program. The idea for the New Family
for lhe year following lhe baby·s bitlh,
Program was iocorpora1ed in the initial
when lhey wil have the option lo renew
plan for the CbC in 1973, but the decision
le: clDOlher }ear: h is estimated lhal the
was made to establish lhe CbC prenatal,
annual fee will be about 20 percent
birth and postpartum services on a
cheaper lhan lhe cost ol receiving similar
strong footing before expanding the
care from community offerings. Prevengram lo include post-maternily services.
live care such as lhis is nol routinelJ
A survey of CbC families conducted
covered by health insurance companies.
last Janu;uy showed lhal of lhe 154
DUI MCA hopes lhat successful demonwomen respondenis. 61 percent were
Slrations ol lhis kind wil encou,age
interested in such a program. The
insurocs IO reimburse preventive cant in
responses ir.dicaled lhal lhose likeliest lo
lhe future. Although lhe cost of visis lo
participale would be lhose living within
the rerun physicians tor the
o1
an easy commuting distance or the
an illness would nol be included in lhe
Center who had
already established a
NFP fee. such fees (iequendy an,
relationship with a pedialrician.
covered by family insurance pa&c:ies.
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WHU IN I HI:: Nt:W rAIVIILY l-'HUl:iHA1v1
Herbert Porter, MD

I
f

Nancy Rajsky-Steed, FNP
MCA's commitment to personalized, economical Quality care is reflected in the appoint•
mant of a family nurse praclllloner as the New
Family Program's primary caregiver. Women
who have appreciated the conci,rned and
informed care they nave received from nursemidwives will find that this kind of attention will
oa available in the NFP. too.
Mrs. Ra)sky•Steed is an expert on Child•
bearing Center practices, having gc,ne through
the program as a mother lour limes h9rse!I.
Ttie youngest of her sons was just born in
October. "I'm greatly looking forward 10 being
involved in the New Family Program." she
3avs. "lt ineoroorates the 'whcle lamlly'
ai:proach that I feel is most olfeellve and have
enjoyed praclicing for sevttral years."
Mrs. Rajsky-Sleed comes to :he NFP with
twelve years of 11xperience as a family nurse
practitioner. Alter graduate work at New York
Medical College and cert1fic:alion by the
Prlmex Program at Cornett University, she
worked at the North East Neighborhood
Association on East Third Street. Mrs. Rajsky•
Steed was part of a taom of health professionals offering care in a prenatal clinic, where
she paid home visits to examine newborns,
identified high risk pregnancies, and provided
welt-ehlld care.
She also has iaui;ht several graduate level
courses In nursing and has worked with
adolescents al Spofford Juvenile Detention
Center and with adult inmates al Rlkers Island
Prison.

GYN-PED
SERVICES
Continued from par;e 1
Families should discuss physician illness
care and its cost with the team doctors.
Car9 in th" New Family Flrcgram will
dovetail with CbC care. Before the baby
is born, the parents will meet with family
nurse practitioner, Nancy Rajsky•Steed,
and pediatrician, Or. Herbert Porter, to
discuss the program. Mrs. Rajsky•Steed
will be the infant's primary caregiver, and
will supervise the i:,aov·s well-child and
immunization program: Or. Porter will
give additional periodic exams and con•
sultallon as needed.
Each baby will be examined every 4
weeks up to the age of 6 months, every
other month up to age 12 months; 1f the
family elects lo continue through year
rwo. rhe oaby will be examined at 15, 18,
and 24 months. Office hours will be held
three times weel<ly, and Mrs. Ra1sky•
Steeo will oe ava,laole ~Y pnone at
scheculed hours to .snswer questions. If
.,ecessacy, sne w,a c::nsult with Or. Porter.
.-..no will oe at ~1c.:i en .a regular ci.1s1s in

J

With his many years ot excerlence in the
Childbearing Center, New Family pediatrI~ian
Herbert Porter, M.O., brings high expectations
to MCA's latest endeavor. "I hope that the New
Family Program will teach parents both how to
enjoy their children instead ol worrying about
them and how to watch their children's growth
and development," he says.
As the CbC's pediatrician since 1975. Or.
Porter has performe(j aver 1,900 newborn
examinations and has served as a consultant
regarding CbC born infants. His warm, professional manner has been appreciated by both
CbC parents and staff members.
Like the rest of the New Family Program
team, Or. Porter and his wde a11anded child•
birth education classes at MCA. Thal was
twenty-eight years ago, and lhey now have
lour children.
Or. Porter was graduated from the New York
Univer.alty College of Medicine, did his training
In pediatrics at Bellevue Hospital, and is cur•
renuv attending pediatrician at both Lenox Hill
and the New York Foundling Hospitals. He
also Is a consultant In pediatric plastic surgery
at Manhattan Eye, Ear and Throat Hospital.

Joan Valenti, MS

-----------

Joan Valenti first came to MCA for childbinh
education classes when pregnant with her
oldest daughter twenty-one years ago. Now
that her three daughters are grown and start•
ing their own lives, she has returned to MCA,
this time as adminlstra1or of the New Family
Program.
"I feel as thougn I've come lull circle!" sne

says,

Ms. Valenti is a native New Yorker who did
her undergraduate work at Adolphi Ur,lversity

a

J

order to stay familiar with families whom
na would be treating should an illness
occur.
For mothers, nurse-midwives will provide routine gynecological treatment,
Including contraceptive counseling and
care. Nurse-midwives are available for
consultation by phone 24 hours a day.

"This is exactly the
kind of service Childbeorir.g Center families
hove been locking for,"
soy:s CbC mother
and board member
Alexandro Peters.
Parenting education will be an integral

part ol NFP care. Mrs. Rajsky•Steed will
organize small group meetings covering
importarir material such as early cnild
stimulation. ootn mental and ;>hysical;
mon!loflng r11s er her development:
recogn1:1ng signs of illness. ;1r,c Jther
ietpt1.11 topics. Also ;rc:uaea will be area!.

and received a master's degree in counsollng
torr., St. Jenn's Untve~i:y. For eight years she
worked with battered woman and drug
abusers, both in New York and at a residential
shelter in St. Paul, Minnesota.
Since then, Ms. Valenti has held various
adrr.inistrati'<'e jobs in the business sector.
In addition 10 administering the N- Family

Program, she will be coordinating the parent
education depanment. helping to edit some of
our publications, and working with volunteers.
She anticipates that her new position will be
"a wonderful marriage ol my social service
skills and m'/ admin1stra1111e skllls."

of interest to new parer.ts, such as career
issues, parenting satisfaction, and oay
care options. An ettort will be made to
sch':!dule these groups so that both par•
ents can attend.
Joan Valenti, a new MCA emplcyP.e but
a longtime acquaintance of MCA. will
handle the NFP administrative worK as
Natalie Gentr'/ does for the C!:C. All
questions regarding the NFP should be
addressed to her. She can be roacned
during business hours at (212J 369·'i300.

The New Family Program s1alf is eager

to see the first March babies. and ever/•
one involved in the careful planning of

the NF? ls glad that this lor,g,await~d
program is soon to ce 1n opera:ion "The
NFP will allow families, particularly trar.s•
ferred families, !o maintain contact with
MCA's nurturing environment," said Ms.
Peters. "It's so r.elpful to have contact
with other families and to talk acout tee1•
ings In a place where you feel safe and
comfor1.it=le."

;~,,,ca f>JC'lfJmoer. C.:,rolyn C.Jrlson ras OeiJn l"e
J~sIs1anr ,n ~he :;e;;rnrrment of Puctic /nlorma,
1,ot11P'.ICliC.JltOns, SI'& ,s J r;mul.idlf! r;t H11r,ara
,:.;1/e90 .mo.~ inmro::roa ,,, ·.~., • .;,u -~,
;;uc:,sn;nr;.
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·American Nurses' Association, Inc.
2420 Pershing Road, Kansas City, Missouri 64108
(818) 474-5720
Margreua M. Styles. Ed.O_ R.N .• FA.A.N.
President

WaShington Orttce:

t101 t41h Streel. N.W.

Suire 200

Washington, O.C. 20005

{202) 789-1800

Judith A. Rvan. Ph.D.. A.N.
E.~urwe Diredor

.June 2. 1988

New York State Assembly

Legislative Office Building
Albany, Nev York 12248

Dear Member oC the Assembly

The American Nurses' Association (ANA}, which represents 188,000 nurses from.

53 constituent state members, is strongly opposed to A.11447/S.8477 which is
an Act intended to amend the New York State education law in relation to nurse
•.practitioners.

ANA's functicn, as the professional society for nursing, is to foster high
standards of nursing practice. For over three decades, the American Nurses'
Association has enunciated certain principles for leiislation that would
provide the best possible protection of the public health and welfare. AN~
has particular concern abou'1; the arrangements that are implemented by various
states to regulate the practice of nursing. ANA has a long-standing policy
that advanced nursing practice is regulated by the profession.
A.~A's policies on legal regulation of nursing practice are guided by two

premises. The first is that protecting the health and welfare of the public
is the foundation of any legislation regulating the practice of nursing. The
second premise is that the public 1 s health and ~elfare shauld be protected
with a minimum aoounL of goverru:iental regulation and professional regulation
of the practice of nursing should be recognized. Legislation for licensing
nurses should c~ntain only provisions that bear a direct and substantial
relationship to the protection of the public health and safety.
The la~ theref~re should not provide for recognition or regulation cf advanced
nursing practice. Hore appropriately, the professicnal scciety should
regulate advanced nursing practice through professional certification of
practitioners, peer review and other means Yhich demcnstrate that the advanced
practiticner is c:mpetent to p~actice in such a role according to professional
standards. Ce~tification of specialists in nursing practice is a judgment
made by the profession, upcn re•;ie·.- of an a nay of evidence e:<anined by a
salected panel cf nurses ~ho are themselves specialists and ~ho represent the
area of specialization.
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To regulat:e advanced nursing practice through the law .and specify the scope of
advanced practice of nursing could serve to restrict nursing practice of those
regulated as well as all others not regulated. As is true in all professions,
nursing is dynamic rather than static. As new needs and demands are placed
upon nursing,. and as a consequence of nursing research, the scope of nursing
practice may change and expand.
is opposed to amending section 6902 of the education law by adding the new
proposed subdivision three addressing advanced nursing practice. It is not
necessary for the law to be amended to authorize advanced practice for nurses
in a specialty area. The functions performed by nurse.specialists are covered
within their scope of practice as defined by the nurse practice act. Bec~use
specialists in nursing practice hold licenses in the state in which they
practice,. they are subject to the legal constraints and external (outside the
profession) regulations that apply under the nursing practice act.
Additionally. A,.~ recognizes that the public needs clear evidence that a ~urse
who claims to be a specialist does indeed have expertise of a particular kind.
The profession of nursing has a social obligation to the public to satilify
that need, which it does by means of certification of specialists and by
accreditation of the graduate programs that educate specialists in nursing
practice.

.&'Q

I especially want to share with you that in other states where legislation has
been put in place to address the practice of nurse practitioners, nurses have
found these statutes to be more harmful than helpful to the overall welfare of
nurses and the public they serve. As a matter of fact,.ANA has been asked to
assist many of these other states to rescind or amend the legislation which
they have ultimately found ~b be restrictive and unworkable. The legislation
which sought to support the practice of nurse practitioners actually has been
fou."ld to restrict their practice and, in addition, restrict the practice of
other nurses as well. All nurses, in addition to nurse practitioners, are
currently formulating nursing diagnoses and treating patients within the scope
of their education. No nurse in New York State has been prosecuted for
practicing as a nurse practitioner. A.11447/S.8477 implies that diagnosing.
treating and perfor.:iing therapeutic measures are~ encompassed in the
cur:::ent scope cf nursing practice. By implication, and despite the disclaimer
clause, ascribing specific activities only to nurse practitioners narrows the
scope of practice of othe::: nurses. The restrictions placed on the practice of
the nurse practiticner through this bill icply that nurses are not
professionally equipped to function without rigid physician oversight. The
bill implies that the nurse practitioner is not credible enough to recognize
his or her individual practice limitations or to refer patients to physicians
whe.~ necessarv. The section of this bill which authorizes prescriptive
privilege is ~verly restrictive, cumbersome and limited to ve~y feu nurse
practi~ior.ers in New York State.
It is also important to consider the impact A.11447/S.8477 will have on
liability insurance coverage especially during this tirae when there is much
change cccurrir.g in the insurance industry and rates are ever increasing for
obtaining insurance coverage. The linking of nurse practitioners to
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physicians in strict collaborative practice with written practice agreements
and written protocols will increase the liability of each practitioner and the
insurance cost of both.
Nurse practitioners currently serve as cost effective providers o.f primary
care services, to otherwise underserved populations. By requiring a form.tl
relationship between the nurse practitioner and physician, this bill will cede
to physicians' control over access to the services of these nurse
practitioners. Placing the physician in the position of gatekeeper to nurse
practitioner services will increase the overall cost of health care.
As president of the American Nurses' Asso=iation, I strongly urge you to vote
in opposition of A.11447/S.8477, as it is the responsibility of the
professional society to regulate specialty nursing practice. Great efforts
are being directed at this time toward recruitment and retention of nurses in
order to reverse the critical nurs'ing shortage which e.'Cists. The i::ipact of
legislation such as A.11447/S.8477 which severely diminishes independent
practice will only serve to decrease the attractiveness of the nursing
profession~
Again, I urge you to vote in opposition of A.11447/S.8417.
Sincerely,

If\ c.-y_,,_-dte _l_ ¼
Margretta M. Styles
President
MMS:SSM:dp:034
06/02/88

~'7

J·•

Thank you.
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NORTHEASTERN NEW YORK CHAPTER

LEGISLATIVE COMMUNICATION

,,....

IAIIT RINSrEJN

WE OPPOSE

IIALJltf l'RO&SIMO
leti.J.atiff Director

May 20, 1988

Local 237, Teamsters opposes S.8477, A. 11447 regarding
amen&:1e~ts to the education law for nurse practitioners. The nurse
practitioner.would be.required to collaborate with a physician in
accordance with practice agreements and written protocols, which would
be filed with the State Education Department.

RE:

Dear Member

Further, the requirements for mutual practice agreements will
likely create difficulties with liability claims and the cost of
liability insurance. The increased cost of liability insurance for
both the nurse practitioner and the physician will be passed along to
employees and employers through higher health insurance rates.
To encourage cost-effective, accessible health care, Local 237,
Teamsters urges defeat of A.11447r S.8477.

or

the Assembly

As president of the Northeastern New York Chapter of the
Association of Rehabilitation Nurses, I am writing to voice our
opposition to the am..~endment of the Nurse Practice Act as
proposed in Bill All447, the Nurse Practitioner Bill.

Currently registered professional nurses provide quality cost
ef£ective health care services. Nurses provide health care services
in occupational health, public health an4 school settings when a
phy~ician is not present as well as in hospitals and other health
care agencies. The S~ate.of New York·should b~ encouraging nurses to
practice rather than discouraging practice through burdensome and unnecessary laws and regulations.
The requirement of S.8477, A.11447 that nurses join in a mutual
practice agreement with a physician has resulted in a restraint of
trade in other areas of the country. Decreased-competition in the
health industry will increase costs by increasing health insurance rates.
It is likely that in areas of the state where there are physician
shortages, health care which could be provided by'a nurse will be
unavailabe because there is no physician with whom a practice agreement
can be made.

OPPOSITION TO NURSE PRACTITIONER BILL, All447

j

Although the intent of this legislation is to expand the nurse's
role in
diagnosing and treating illnesses and prescribing
medications, it would in fact restrict indepecdent nursing
practice. Written practice agreements and collaborative practice
with physicians is limiting to the Nurse Practice Act as it is
currently stated.
Also, Article 28 facilities are excluded from
this legislation and therefore, these Nurse _Practitioners would
be unable to use the title Nurse Practitioner. I understand the
intent in supporting the bill is to support the profession of
nursing, however,
this may
not be
the outcome of this
legislation.
The goal of nursing is to recruit and retain bright, intelligent
men and women into the profession.
This legislation may
encourage some nurses, specifically those employed by Article 28
facilities, to actually leave the state of New York in order to
retain the title of Nurse Practitioner that they have worked so
hard to achieve.
As stated in the bill only those nurses who
have completed the educational requirements and testing can be
titled Nurse Practitioner.
Nurses in the field of Rehabilitation are some of the most
innovative in terms of career. decisions and expansion of the
nursing role.
This legislation would serve to further fraarnent
nursing and confuse society, who has been very accepting of the
Nurse Practitioner role.
The limitations of physician sponsors
would also prove to be an added burden since most Rehabilitation
practitioners function off-site. The end result would be what we
have been so desperately trying to avoid, a further nursing
shortage, and further societal confusion.

OPPOSE Alll!47 ·

.
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Univel'SitY· Hospital
'

Department of Nu,sing

.

.We ,greatly appreciate your support for nursing and nursi~g
issues. Please help us maintain the integrity . of our Nurse
Practice Act by .OPPOSING BILL· s.:.8477, the Nurse Practitioner
Bill. Thank you.

Sincerely:,

May 12. 1988

Christina Gerardi, RN, MS, FNP.C
President, Northeastern New York Chapter of the ARN
.SB Saratoga court
Latham, New York 12110
(518)783-6353

Dear Member of the Assemhly \

Unfortunately. due to my own schedule. I am unc1ble to meet.. vith you in person to
discuss my feelings relative to Nurse Practitioner LegislationAll447, 93477. I
have been a Pediatric Nurse Practitioner for the past 15 years, and am certified
by the National Association of Pediatric Nurse Practitioners and Associates.
Fifteen years ago, I, along with several other Nurse Practitioners here in
Syracuse, were a group that was instnaental in proposing legislation that
would define the role of the Nurse Practitioners in Law. -lhis was undertaken
at that time because the Nurse Practitioner was an unknown entity and the
feeling was that this would help to legitimize the role. Since that time, ve have
had 15 years of experience during which the public has gained a very astute
understanding of the role of the Nurse Practitioner and the services he/she can
provide. Additionally,. lSyears ago, Nurse Practitioners were the only group
within the profession of nursing to have physical assessment skills as part of
their training program. Since that time, the profession of nursing practice
has evolved and no longer are Nurse Practitioners the sole individuals to
utilize skills of physical assessment. diagnosis,. prescription;. These
functions are assumed by. Clinical Nurse Specialists as well as nurses
functioning in family planning centers, intensive care units, etc.
My practice as a Nurse Practitioner. for the past 15 ·years has never been
restricted by the current Nurse Practice Act. lhe issue of medical diagnosis

is one which I feel has unrightly been deamed to be in the domain of medicine •.
In. actuality. the diagnosis belongs to the patient and nurses, phy_sicians..
Physical Therapists. Psychiatric Social Workers,. etc.;. all make diagnoses
relevant to the patient. This is what enables themto each iaptement·an
appropriate regimen in"caring for the patient~ For over 20 to 25 years,.
nurses working in coronary care units* intensive care lDlits,. emergency
departments* have made diagnoses such as atrial fibrillation,. ventricular
tachycardia, etc .• , and have instituted appropriate treatment modalities.·
tocorrect these.life~threatening situations. Ifthesenurseshad not been
.

,.

'

-.

. ColJcge of Graduale .Saxtia

·CoUege«Healdl RaladPtab:sioas
750 Eau Adams Scam. Sym:iac. N.Y; l3210

Colk&c«N--.
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.
able to make that kind of a diagnosis and implement the appropriate therapeutic
regimen, these patients would have died. By virtue of the fact that the nurse
is able to do these things and do them well, physicians have not had to sit at
the bedside of the critically ill patient. Therefore, it is incongruent that
it has never been an issue about nurses making these types of diagnosis in the
inpatient setting but now there is a question of nurses (Nurse Practitioners}
making diagnoses in an outpatient primary care setting.
I feel that any legislation that is written relative to the practice of a profession
should be as broad as possible. lhe rules and regulations for the implementation
of the practice are what should be explicit in who, and by what qualifications,
and under what circumstances they can perfonn. The proposed legislation is
restrictive to the practice of nursing because of the fact that it includes title
in the law. Collaborative practice agreements with written protocols with
physicians is not only restrictive to practice, but it limits the independent
practice of nursing. By requiring collaborative practice agreements, the
primary health care services currently delivered may be jeopardized if physicians
will not enter into these agreements, especially if it impacts on malpractice
rates and liability issues.
What I feel is needed to enhance my practice as a Pediatric Nurse Practitioner
is the ability to prescribe. Prescriptive privilege is not available, and limits

the efficiency by which I practice. If I understand correctly, this legislation
has no effect on the function of Nurse Practitioners working in Article 28
institutions. Since over 90% of Nurse Practitioners work in Article 28 institutions,
this bill would not be helpful in tenns of securing prescriptive privilege.

In conclusion, I am opposed to any legislation that restricts the practice of
nursing by title in the law, requires collaborative written practice agreements,
and exempts Article 28 facility Nurse Practitioners from having the privilege
of prescribing. I would be willing to offer any assistance in addressing these
issues.
Additionally the law, as written in this bill, should not be so inclusive, that
as the professional practice of nursing evolves one has to go back to the law
each time for changes. Rather, the law should be broad and the rules and
regulations for implementation should be explicit.

:i;:tete~
Ingrid P. Pearson, RH, MS, .CPNP

!PP:mjl

Paula DiStabile
151-24 28th Avenue
Flushing, HY 11354

June 8, 1988
New York State Assembly
Albany, New York 12248
Dear Member tif tbe Assembly,
I am writing to ask that you not support the A.11447 Nurse
Practitioner Bill. I am a registered nurse with 14 years or
experience, 11 or those as a nurse practitioner.
This bill is extremely poor legislation. It excludes probably
the majority of HP's working in New York State (those in article
28 facilities). It creates a new class of professional nurse
which is unnecessary and inappropriate. It would restrict use of'
a title that legitimately belongs to thousands of other nurses
who do not choose to be certified in New York State. It would
mean the extinction or nurse practitioners, as the American
Medical Association has asked its members not to enter into
collaborative agreements, which increase the liability risk t"or
both physicians and nurses. It places physicians .in control of'
nursing practice for which they are neither qualified nor
licensed. Finally, it restricts the practice of nursing by other
nurses who historically and currently have been providing these
services in nursing roles other than those called •nurse
practitioner."
The problem is prescriptive authority only. I suggest you
consider the bill proposed by the Hew York State Kurses
Association which addresses prescriptive privileges and leaves
intact the Nurse Practice Act.
Sincerely,

J,-~1n1e_

Paula DiStabile, BNC 9 MSN

Kathleen P. Wade, RNC, MA
Women's Health Care Nurse Practitioner
133 East 73 Street
New York, NY 10021
{212) 861-9000
June 6, 1988

Hew York State Assembly
Albany, HY 12248
Dear Member of the Assembly:

I am writing to express my strong opposition to S.8477,A.11447. In the
interest of the public it is essential that any nursing legislation be
based on a clear and accurate understanding of contemporary nursing. Rapid
changes in health care combined with a badly outdated general perception of
professional nursing have resulted in an urgent need for education and
clarification.
l

I have practiced nursing in primary care settings since 1974.

In 1975t I
completed a nurse practitioner program at Planned Parenthood of New York
City.
I have practiced in the nurse practitioner role in clinic settings
for thirteen years and I have for the past 5 years provided services
directly to the public as a nurse practitioner in independent practice. I
am also the Education Director of the Women 1 s Health Care Nurse
Practitioner Program, jointly sponsored by SUNY Health Science Center
at Brooklyn and Planned Parenthood of New York City. This program has
graduated over 200 nurse practitioners and has been registered by the New
York State Education Department since its inception in 1980. The program
is accredited by the American Nurses' Association. As further documentation
of primary care skills. graduates are tested and individually certified by
the HAACOG Certification Corporation as Obstetric/Gynecologic Nurse
Practitioners.

In my conversations with various legislators and their staffs. I noted
several areas which warrant clarification. Overall, it seems that in their
eagerness to secure prescriptive privileges some proponents of legislation
may have presented an overly pessimistic picture of the status of NPs in
Mew York State.
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In contrast to what seems to be a commonly held impression, legislation is
not needed to expand the role of the nurse in primary care. The nurse
practitioner role in primary health care is very well established in New
York State and throughout the country. Nursing practice evolves and
expands continuously as does medical practice. Nursing care has kept pace
with advances in health technology and nurses in primary, secondary and
tertiary care commonly play critical and autonomous roles in assessment of
the patient's condition, diagnosis of abnormalities and treatment of health
problems ranging from minor to life threatening. The development of nurse
practitioner roles has been paralleled by the establishment of advanced
nursing practice roles in coronary care, critical care and community
health. All or these nurses prepare for their roles through advanced
education in certificate or master's degree programs anJ all are eligible
for certification as clinical specialists in advanced practice. The
evolution of the nurse practitioner role is inseparable from the evolution
of other nursing roles. It should also be readily apparent that all
nursing roles in primary care including school nurse, public health nurse,
hospice nurse, occupational health nurse and others overlap significantly
with the nurse practitioner role.
Certifying the title nurse practitioner
and implying that such primary care services are exclusive to nurse
practitioners is absurd, in the opinion of nurses in other primary care
roles, and would severely restrict their practice.
The questions raised about the scope of nurse practitioner diagnosis and
the quality of primary health care services provided by nurse practitioners
have long since been addressed. More than a decade of research on the
nurse practitioner role has repeatedly documented the accuracy of diagnoses
made by nurse practitioners and the appropriateness of treatments,
prescriptions, consultations and referral decisions.
Nurse practitioners have not been found to diagnose outside their scope of
practice. Nurse practitioner practice is focused on health screening, case
finding and preventive services. Care is provided for conditions which
are diagnosed by history, physical examination and lab tests. When
specialty care is required for diagnosis or treatment the client is
referred for care. Taking the example of a client with a suspected brain
tumor - a public health nurse, nurse practitioner or physician in general
practice would all tentatively label this Rule Out Brain Tumor and refer
for definitive diagnosis.
The acceptance of the NP role is apparent in tpe widespread and growing
employment of HPs in NYS.
The legality of NPs provision of primary health care services was
underscored by the 1985 Health Department Regulations which "provided
clarification regarding the existing ~cope of nursing practice as
authorized by the New York State Education Department. The Department of
Health developed this regulation in cooperation with the State Education
department and with consultation from the State Board of Nursing to be sure
that it would be consistent with the New York State Education Law and
Nursing Practice.n {DOH memorandum, April. 1986). Surely practice which
was deemed legal in 1985 is still legal in 1988.

-3One is left with the impression that these supposed •legal• questions are
really a smokescreen to cover an effort to avard physicians control or
other professionals and to assuage physicians' rears of competi~ion at the
expense of nurses and the public.
The gap in primary health care which nurse practitioners have sought to
fill was created by physicians' practice patterns and values. Hurse
practitioners are providing health care from a nursing base. The role
comes out of a long history of autonomous nursing practice which
revolutionized health care in the military. in public health clinics and in
the community. The proposed legislation would re-create HPs as physicians
assistants. The physicians assistant role already exists for the purpose
of supporting and assisting the physician's medical practice. The NP role
exists for the purpose of meeting the public's health care needs.
In contrast to physician's assistants, professional nurses and nurse
practitioners practice collaboratively with physicians. Nursing and
medicine are separate and distinct professions. Nurses are autonomously
licensed professionals who serve the public and are directly accountable to
the recipients of our care. For nurse practitioners in adYanced practice
autonomy is essential to collaborative practice, to client advocacy and to
accountability. The proposed legislation would deprive nu~~e practitioners
who were without a "mutual practice agreement" with a phys'cian ~f their
right to practice independently and to provide primary care. It would
deprive all nurse practitioners of their appropriate collaborative role
with medicine.
·
I think that the bill's sponsors in their concern for 3,000 nurse
practitioners who provide essential primary health care in New York State
have been unduly influenced by a small group of HPs whose eagerness to
resolve the awkward and anxiety provoking situation around prescriptive
privileges have caused them to support unsound legislation. The
legislation currently under discussion, however, offers no real recognition
of nursing expertise and would give physicians total control over nursing
services in primary care. In my experience. few physicians are willing to
enter into "mutual practice" agreements and many are part or organized
medicine's campaign against nurse practitioners. The implications of
formally shared liability between a nurse and physician should be apparent
to members of the New York State Legislature. Cost of liability insurance
quoted to physician's to cover "mutual practice• have been so high as to
prevent nurse practitioners from entering practice. In contrast, nurse
practitioner liability policies, even after a mini liability crisis, are
reasonable and manageable for individual nurse practitioners. Liability
issues alone and related costs arising out of the proposed legislation may
be sufficient in themselves to effe~t the extinction ot nurse iractitioners
as direct providers of primary care services.

I would like to urge that an alternative bill be prepared which represents
a public advocacy point or view by preserving the MPs.autonomy, and direct
accountability to the co~sumer. Nurses in Hew York State would be grateful
u· the legislature would bring up for considerati.:,n the draft prescriptive
privilege bill prepared by the Hew York State Nurses Association. ~The bill
would not at the outset have the support of the medical society, the 1972
Hurse Practice Act did not, and most likely the bill currently under
consideration will not either. The interests of the public would,
however, be served by a bill which protects access to nurse practitioner
care, preserves the integrity of the nurse practitioner role and defends
the right of all nurses to provide primary health care services which
overlap nurse practitioner practice.
Hurse practitioners are qualified to provide primary care and to treat
common health problems.
We have done so for more than 20 years. It was in
1965 that nurse practitioners were first formally prepared for the role.
Our practice is consistent with the 1972 Hew York State Hurse Practice· Act.
Legislation is needed by nurse practitioners specifically in the area of
prescriptive authority and such authority is needed by nurses in Article
28 facilities as well as in other settings.
At this time when nurses are increasingly looked to by the public to
provide essential primary care services in schools__, homes and other
settings, it is particularly critical to maintain the integrity of New York
States model Nurse Practice Act.
I urge you to give careful attention to the implications of this
legislation and vote against S.8477,A.11447.
Sincerely,

f ati~L_ -I?3Va.de_

Kathleen P. Wade, RNC, M.A.

Hine Reasons to OPPOSE A11447
1•

All RHs are now legally entitled to diagnose and
treat patients. Ho nurse in Hew York has been
prosecuted for practicing as a nurse practitioner.
but this bill implies that diagnosing, treating and
performing therapeutic measures are not encompassed
in the current scope of nursing practice.

2.

The bill implies that nurses are not professionally
equipped to function without rigid physician
oversight, and that a nurse practitioner cannot be
trusted to recognize her practice limitations or to
refer patients to physicians when necessary.

Ill~

Ill i

The bill excludes nurse practitioners who work in
a hospital as defined in Article 28 of the public
health law. Since 90i of nurse practitioners work
in such facilities, this bill will apply to
approximately only ~00 nurse practitioners.

::)

(!)

Ill iz

,Iii

4.

Areas of speciality practice should not be defined
in law. Doing so inhibits the profession from
adjusting scopes of practice in keeping with
advances in science and technology.

....N....
P)

•

Nurse practitioners who are now in private practice
will be able to continue using-the title •nurse
practitioner" on1y if they become certi~ied under
the provisions of this bill and practice under
physician co~trol.

6.

ICPW/dah

Linking the nurse practitioner to physicians will
increase the liability of each practitioner and the
insurance costs to both.
Hurse practitioners are now cost effective
providers of primary care services to underserved
populations. By requiring a formal relationship
between the nurse and the physician, this bill will
cede control to the physician and increase the
overall costs of health care.

8.

States that have previously enacted similar
legislation have found it unworkable, and have
begun to rescind or amend the lavs.

9.

Legislation that diminishes independent practice
will lessen the attractiveness ot the protession at
a time when all efforts must be spent to encourage
recruitment.

6/88

'l'BE NEW YORK STATE HORSES ASSOCIATION

RESOUJ'l'ION ON MINORITY RECRUITMENT INTO HORSING
'llJE NEW YORK STATE• NOR;FS A$0CIAT!Ql .

WHEREAS, minorities continue to be underrepresented in professional
nursing;
WHEREAS, minority students in grade schools and secondary schools
are frequently directed into non-academic vocations;
WHEREAS, career counselors are generally ill-informed .about nursing
as a career;

RESOI.UTICN CN MlNORi.'lY ~ l r IN SCDX8'.S CF NOR;m; .

WHEmAS, minorities c:arti.nue to be \llJdenepiesent in .the
health professicns;
.

WHEREAS, the nursing profession will be enriched through increased
cultural diversity of its practitioners;

WBEBEAS,

equal acoess to higher educaticn for all ci.tiEDS is a·
fundammtal rel jef of ?ffl3NA;

WHEREAS, the NYSNA entry into practice legislation will establish
two distinct academic preparations for nursing, technical
and professional;

~,

an inci:easing. minority popul.aticn in the ·tm.ted States
will demand an incz:eased nlMtler of mm.es t e l l - ~
in health caze reeds of culturally diwzse pq,lilatiCES.

WHEREAS, the HYSNA entry into practice legislation will allow for
greater career mobility than the current system of.
nursing education: Therefore be it .

~,

the NYSNA has J:eqUeSted the Natiaial league for Nursing
to .requize the inclusicn of ccntent m cultural divei:si.ty
as an accxeditation criter.i.cn far
of rn:n::sing;

:RESOLVED, that the New York State Nurses Association develop a
strategic plan for the active-recruitment of minorities
into nursing, and be it further

WHEREAS, the NYSNA is dizected by its Actiai Plan to enhance the
recruitnent and i:et:entian of educatiooally disadvantaged
stu:3ents into baccalaurate and higher degxee mrsiDJ

RESOLVED, that the plan include familiarizing guidance counselors
with correct information about the nursing profession, and
be it further
RESOLVED, 'that the plan include various ways to reach grade school
and secondary school minority students for recruitment
purposes.

educati.Cll;

WHEREAS,

the NYSNA Co\mcil on Hunan Rights has l«lrked extemtively
on strategies to assist disadvantaged and minority ~tudents

in nursing;

itiE:REAS,

the NYSNA Ent.I.y Into Pmctice Iegislatiai offers two
legitimate acadenic q,tioos for entcy into nm:s;j ng practice;

vEEREAS,

of NYSNA' s Enb:y Into Practice Iegislaticn base
their d:>jectiCllS on the pzemise that the legislatim will
limit m:inority c!CC2SS into schools of professimaJ. nm:sing:
'lbezefoze be it
0ppOnents

RESOLVED, that the New Yolk State Nurses Associatiai l'OCM:! with
dispatch in establishing taJ:get guidelines for minorit-.1
enrollnents in associate and hamaJar1zeate pzog.tcllS. in
nursin;' based on actual zegiooal pq,ulaticn ratios.

10/86
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THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

B.

MINORITY FOCUS GROUP

I.

CALL

m

Buffalo, New York
October 9, 1986

1.

Exactly what are the barriers to his support for our Entry
project?

MINUTES

2.

Can he assist us in gaining more financial aide for minority
students?

3.

What assistance can we be in answering his concerns about health
care?

OIDBll

Meeting was called to order at 9:15 a.m. at the Kensington Place Restaurant
in Buffalo, New York.
II.
Ill.

IIIDODUCrIOII - See attached list for participants
CCWCEIHIS OF JIIIIOllff LEGISLATOB.S

The group discussed concerns they had heard from legislators in regard to
Entry into Practice.

xv.

Questions to be discussed with Mr. Eve

v.

HDTDIG WITH Mil. EVE ARD STAPF JQQIBUS WAI,DH BBADLns KYID JSTJUDAB
ARD DOROTHY BILL

Mr. Eve presented Dr. Hunter with a copy of "The People's Budget" prepared
for Governor Cuomo. He requested NYSNA support for his concerns about
health, education and juvenile delinquency.

Mr. Eve challenged NYSNA to be concerned about all people not only our

A.

Legislators are not aware that there are several avenues of preparation for nursing.

B.

Legislators see the Entry proposal as elitist.

own professional group. He spoke passionately about his concerns about
the crisis in the Black comm.unity -- especially about the high school
drop•out rate and teenage pregnancy. Re sees fewer minority students and
fewer minority faculty members than in the 1970 1 s.

C.

Legislators confuse entry into professional practice with entry into
the work force.

Dr. Hunter assured Mr. Eve that we have similar concerns about health
care and are willing to work with him to find intervention st:rategies.

D.

Legislators do not realize that nursing aides and LPNs are not being
hired in many health care settings.

Dr. Hunter asked about Mr. Eve's difficulties with NYSHA Entry proposal.

E.

Legislators get pressured by 1199 and other unions.

F.

Legislators do not know that LPN and diploma programs are often more
expensive than ADN and BSN programs and do not offer academic credit
for the work done.

G.

Legislators have misinformation about the Entry proposal.

Mr. Eve responded that he has a two year degree.

Racism is increasing
under the Reagan administration and minority students should have all the
options possible - 1 year, 2 year, 3 year, 4 year, etc. "Our kids are not
getting advice - not getting counseling about opportunities such as SEEK,
EOP, HEOP that are available to them. They need more access - then they'll
get more skills. My thing is access, they should have all options."

IGDDA l'Oll 'DIE !IEETlliG llITB ASSEMBLDIAli EVE ABD BIS STAPF

Dr. Ramsey and Dr. Bailey spoke about the exploitation of students when
they do not receive academic credit for their work, also about the declining job market for unprepared nurses.

A.

What does Assemblyman Eve want to know from us?

Mr. Eve stated that the school system is failing the children - no guidance

Chairperson Juanita Hunter explained that Mr. Eve has a very sincere
interest in health care of black people. He is most concerned about
the health of black children and the high school drop-out rate of
black adolescents. He sees himself as a supporter of nursing through his
contacts with nurse practitioners.

Ms. Burnett clarified difference between needing better prepared guidance
counselors - which NYSNA agrees with and the need to clarify entry into
nursing practice at ADN and BSN levels.

Mr. Eve has taken a leadership role against test-bias for minority

option must remain available.

students.

counselors are available.

Mr. Eve said the discussion could not be separated.

The diploma school

Dr. Hunter clarified the status of diploma education. Diploma. schoolaare
obsolete and out of business.

Mr. Headley stated his concern was about whether minorities have the
preparation to enter colleges. It would be better for young blacks
to get a BSNbut is not realistic.

· 5 •.· Respond to "The ·People's Budget."

Ms. Jacobs said we should not assume that young black people can't make
it.

We in nursing know what we need to_makeeducation systems better.

Hr. Eve said he bad been an adversary of organized nursing so long he
had focused on getting minorities into medical schools.

Dr. Bailey said all minority students need support services. Students
need to be successful even if it takes more years to complete_a program.

Hr. Eve said, "I'll take a look at it~

I'll look at the diploma system.
Your Association needs a strong policy position on increasing minority
students in nursing programs - - a strong affirmative action program. We
should work together to get the numbers increased. We need to devise a
strategy on recruitment of minorities starting in kindergarden."
Dr. Hunter asked Mr. Eve's advice on how NYSNA could educate other black
legislators. His suggestion is to meet with them. This was a good way.
Also, he would share this meeting with them.
The group told Mr. Eve they appreciated his sincere concerns about health
care for minorities and requested his assistance in providing honest
educational options for minorities through the Entry into Practice legislation and in providing for more financial aid to generic students and
Ills returning to school.
·
YI.

DISCUSSUII Of' DE m"t1.1G

After Mr. Eve and his staff left the meeting, there was discussion on the
merit of the meeting and future directions.
A.

General Comments
NYSNA found out the nature of Mr. Eve's misinformation about Entry
into Practice. There was a positive change in Mr. Eve's comments
from beginning to end. The small group seemed to be effective. It
was important that the meeting was held in Mr. Eve's district in
Buffalo. He's not completely sold, we'll have to work on specific
items. He addressed NYSNA as a powerful group.

JJ •.

Suggested Directions
. 1.

Compile what NYSNA. is doing in relation to minority access to
- nursing programs.

2.

Develop a strategy for increased recruitment.

3.

Develop a strategy to increase the information level of guidance
counselors about nursing.

Address strategiesto
and-mobility.

retention

VII.

6.

Develop a resolution expressing NYSRA's coaaitmentto assisting
minorities for the 1986 Voting Body.

7.

Determine a future direction for working with other legislators
after the November election.

ADJOUUNIIIT
The meeting was adjourned at.4:00 p.m.

r1~tlt! f1t ,",
·• .

•
Martha L Orr, MN, RN

Constituent of The American

Executive Director

NUl'HS Anoclalfon

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
February 2, 1987

Assemblyman Arthur Eve
Legislative Office Building
Room 736
Albany, NY 12248
Dear Assemblyman Eve:
I am most pleased that you will be able to meet with a group of
nurses on Monday! February 9 at 4 p.m. in your Albany office. It is
the same group with whom you met in Buffalo on October 9 1 1986.

• The.February ~eetin~ was scheduled in conjunction with NYSNA's
Legislative Reception which we hope you will be able to attend. The
meeting will of necessity be brief since the reception is scheduled
froms to 7 p.m.
_Although no formal agenda has been set for the February 9th
.~eeting! I know the nurses will be interested in following-up on the
7tems discussed.i~ October. -~~y will also be interested in sharin
ideas f~r recruiting and retaining minority nurses in the professio~
of nursing.
. Weus.
look forward to the meeting and thank you in advance for
seeing
Sincerely,

THE NEW. YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

MINORITY FOCUS GROUP

The need for well prepared professional and technical nurses
has grown steadily over the last several years due in large part
to changes in society.
Advances in health care science and
technology, the increased population of elderly, and emphasis on
home care and illness prevention have contributed to that need.
Statistics clearly indicate, however, that fewer potential s_tudents are selecting nursing as a career.
For the health care
needs of New York State and the nation to be met, nurses must
receive an education that adequately prepares them for their
patient care responsibilities and nursing must be allowed to
overcome its image of the vocational career for those not qualified to pursue any other.
As a group of ethnic minority nurses from across Hew York
State we represent a diverse nurse constituency that seeks to
achieve ethnic minority participation in professional education
in numbers at least equal to the ethnic minority populat~on at
large. As nurses we have observed the unmet health care needs of
minority populations and the need for nurses skilled in caring
for culturally diverse populations.
We are also aware of the
disproportionate number of ethnic minorities guided into nonacademic health careers, reflecting the myth of the inability of
minorities to achieve.
The current system of nursing education
promotes and maintains minorities in low-level, dead-end careers.
This is discriminating and self-defeating. Efforts must be made
to encourage minority students to enter professional nursing.
We, therefore, strongly support the proposed New York State
legislation which would require a baccalaureate degree f'or
professional nursing practice and an associate degree for
technical nursing practice. Contrary to the belief that the bill
would limit minority access into nursing, the bill will actually
provide marketable technical and professional nurse careers with
potential for career mobility.

~JA_ ~/rt,

C.2..

·Juanita Hunter, EdD, RN
President-elect
NYSNA Board of Directors
JH/JPMjcl
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ENTRY INTO PRACTICE POSITION STATEMENT

2113 Western Avenue, Guilderland, N.Y. 12084, (518) 456-5371

(./

.
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Boman HcConney

The New York State Nurses Association proposal includes a
grandfather provision for all,nurses ourrently licensed.
In
addition, career mobility options for LPN's and associate degree
and diploma prepared RH's are alread, available (see attached) •

•
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-2The National Black Nurses Association.

in their position
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Accessibility to educational programs
advancement

'I'SENEW YORK STATE NtmSES ASSOCIATION

JdJ

paper on Entry Into Practice, identifies thr•e areas that must be
addressed in -0rder to improve minority access to education:

Opportunities and support for career

:

'-·:.·

f:.,':.'

continued learning to enhance career mobility can take place uithin fo:rmal.

<=:J;

mobility and

Financial support for students and educational in-

stitutions

It is the opinion of the Minority Focus Group that these
three areas are not only essential to the educational process for
minority students but for all students. These issues are being
addressed more aggressively in New York State than in many other
states. Of the three, more needs to be done in this state in the
provision of financial support for students seeking professional

and technical nursing education.
Financial and recruitment
efforts must be strengthened to encourage full minority participation in higher education.

?'!:'~
~?;:·

CAREER HOBILI'l'Y FOR LICENSED PRAC'ICAL NURSES

degzee-grantfog programs or through continuing education experiences..

'l'he phrase

"career mobility" has several. different ueanings including obtaining an advanced

degree, changing the focus of one's career, moving up in the structural. hierarchy
of a work setting and being recognized for excellence in practice without moving

away from clinical nursing.
The New,York State Nurses Association proposal to elevate and standardize
nursing education includes a grandfathering mechanism for all licensed practical
nurses currentl.y licensed.

For those licensed practical nurses preparing for the

transition to the associate nurse level, several options or alternatives are available:
In summary, as with the general public, ethnic minorities as

nurses or yatients can only benefit from passage of the Entry
Into Practice legislation.
For citizens requiring nursing care,

adequately prepared nurses have been in short supply for some
time. Passage of this legislation is long overdue in New York
State.

Licensed practical nurses may pursue formal academic credit in associate degree
programs in nursing.

Presently, there are 55 ADN programs in

wide geographical distribution.

One

New

York State with

program, the Regents College Degree, enables

students to validate knowledge acquired from many sources through testing and
through transfer credit earned in a variety of educational programs.
Zn addition, four ADN programs have been designed exclusivel.y for LPNs wishing

to pursue the ADN degree.

These programs are:

Agricultural and Technical College

at Delhi; Helene Fuld School of Nursing of the Joint Diseases North General. Hospital in Ne"! York City: North Country Community College, Saranac Iake1 and The
Presbyterian Hospital in the City of New York.
Licensed practical nurses may participate in non-credit formal continuing
education programs or courses, particularly in the areas of basic natural. and behavioral sciences, advanced communication skills and pharmacodynamics.
In addition, inservice education classes

ties are available at employing agencies.
, EC/cg
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!'or those D1Zl'lleS vith diplOJIIIS or associate degrees wishing to pursue

st1dy

at: the baccalameate level, then are a variety of programs available.'

Or. Pearl Bailey

Director, CepartDEnt of Nursing

York Co Hege

Jamaica, New York

11451

(718} 969-4476

Qf the 44 bacca1m.tn!&te programs in nurglng i.n New York State, forty-three (43)

NYSNA. 1986 Nursing Education Awardee
~ntier: New York State Board for Nursing

accept usociat:e degree an.d diploma registered nurses with some advanced credit

Ms. Harriet Braithwaite

for pxevious work,

'there are eleven (11) programs designed specifically to

meet the uni.que needs of these nurses.

They are:

College of Staten Island

Queens, New York 11427
(718) 464-7500 - Extension 6006
Assistant Administrator for Nursing
Ros we 11 Park Memori a1 Ins ti.tute

Nursing Department
666 Elm Street

Elmira College

!Dng Island University,

Chief of Service, Crisis Housing

Creedmoor Psychiatric Center

Ms. Georgia Burnett

Daemen .College

c.w. Post

Medgar Evers College

{f9

0

Buffalo, Hew York 14263
( 716} 845-3122

President Elect, District 1, NYSNA

Ms. Lolita Compas

Mercy Co1lege

Clinical Instructor, Education

Cabrini Medical Center

East 19th Street
New York, New York 10003

Nazareth College

227

Pace University, Pace Plaza

(212) 725-6227

SONY College at New Paltz
SONY College of Technology at Utica/Rome

Chairman, NYSNA Council on Human Rights

Ms. MiriamGonzalez

Obstetrics Conference Nurse
Nursing Care Coordinator

Bellevue Hospital

· York College
In addition, the Regents College, without offering ·. a traditional education
program, permits nurses to validate knowledge and competencies acquired in their

27th Street and First Avenue

New York, New York
(212} 561-3965

10016

Ms. Wanda Hackney

diploma or associate degree programs through testing and transfer of credit.

Staff Nurse

This program permits self-pacing and flexibility -for those nurses unable to par-

462 Grider Street ·
Buffa lo, Hew York 14215·

ti.cipate in a formal educational _program or setting.
...

Almost a11 programs now provide opportunities for.nurses to pursue these

educational options on a part-tilre basis.

Erie County Medical Center

(716) 898-3458

NYSNA Counci 1 on legis 1ati on
Dr. Juanita Hunter

C1ini cal Assistant Professor
SUNY Buffalo ,
·

.1

3435 Main Street

EC/cg.
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Buffalo, New York 14214
(716)831-3842

NYSHA President-elect

AAA - Ilf!lediate Past Chairperson, Cabinet on Human Rights .

.
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·Hs. Maggie Jacobs
Nursing care Coordinator
k!ngs County ffospi ta 1 Center

4~1 CJartson Avenue

8n:,olc lyn,. Rew Yort

11203

· (718) 735-3723
, Secretary. fffSRA Board of Di rectors

February 7,. 1986

· Ms• Daphne Nelson
· Assistant Director,. Nursing
IMhersity Hospital

SIIIY at Stony Brook
Stony Brook. New forte 11794

Assemblyman Arthur O. Eve
.Legislative Office Building 736
Albany. Neif York 12248

(516) 444-2868
NYSNA Nominating C°olllJj ttee

Dr. Dorothy Ramsey
Professor/Coordinator of Affinnative Act·

Adelphi lhiversity
South Avenue
6!rden City,. New York 11530

(~16) 294-8700 - Extension 7406 or 7437
ffYSNA Council on Human Rights
Dr. Kathleen Sward

ct

Professor and Director
Horsing Education

Elmira College
Elmira,. New York

14901

Ms. Kattie Washington

Head Nurse.Respiratory I cu
New York C1ty Hospital Center at Elnnurst
79-01 Broachfay

Elmurst. New York 11373

{718) 830-1186

10n

Dear Asseablyaan Eve:
The black nurses attending the Black and Puerto Rian Caucus. Juuary 17-20
as representatives of the lie, Yort State· Nurses Association. urge you to rec:ra · nd
inclusion of mnies in the 1986 budget for purposes of ~ssisting ainority nurses
to pursue a baccalaurHte degree fn ~ccredited schools of nursing.

are •re
nurses propartfoutt!ly tllu there ue bl~ct physici1ns. TIie potentf•l
for professional llinorfty nurses to significantly i11prove the health status of
minority clients is unlilrited. Furthenmre, !Nccalaureate educated nurses are
better prepared to provide those prevenutive health services which pna,te
healthy lifestyles and
illness.
.
Ve .ould Hice to bring to your attention the fact tut there

In addUion, studies show tut black nurses stay in the profession longer
and are more Hkely to ca'i"e for
clients. Unfortunately. due to lack of
access to b:accalaureate nursing prograas for financial and other reasons, there
are currently only about six percent of all baccalaureate nurses who are black.
There are three sections in your budget policy statement ..tlere w recoaaend
that these concerns be addressed. On page twenty-three under Minority Access
to the Professions, key transitiOMl points where minority talents is lost is
addressed. This loss also occurs for nursing as high school counselors frequently divert qualified minority students to associate degree and licensed
practical nurse progra•. We believe that tf•ly. accurate inforation 111st
be given to these students about baccalaurute education.
In addition, accredited blccaluareat& 1111ni119 progr,_ should be incltldlNI

in the Bonus ~tfation ~ram• also on page twnty-tllree. Ftnal)y. on page.
thirty-seven.hers1ty
p1ta1s. University Hetspitals with accred1tN · -.
n~rsing progrw shouldlie I sub-section to stf111l1te blccalaureaw nvrst119
schools to increase
enrollaent and retent10ft.

0 .-

•

•
. Arthur 0. ·Eve

February], 1986

PaulaDiSt:abile

We thankyou>for the opportunity to respond to this ambitious and future·
oriented document. We offer our assistance to you as you aggressively address
the critical issue of health care which is amajor concern for blacks and other·
minorities.
· · Si nee rely,

· Josephine Bolus, R.N.-PNT

Fl.ushingr RY 11354 .

May 13, 1988
Senator Kenneth LaValle
Chair of Senate Higher ·
Education Committee
New·York State Senate
Albany, NY 12247

Miriam Gonzales, R.N •• B.S.N.

Dear Senator LaValle:

Juanita Hunter, R.N., Ed.D.

I am writing to ask that you not support the S8447 Nurse
Practitioner Bill. I am a registered nurse with 14 years.of
experience, 11 of those as a nurse practitioner_.

Wanda Hackney, R.N.
Kathleen Sward, R.N., Ed.D.

Eunice Turner, R.N., M.S.N.
JH:mal

151..,.:24 28th Avenue

· This bill is extremely poor legislation. It exc1udes
probably the majority of NP's working in New York State
(those in articl.e 28 facil.ities). It creates a new c1ass of
professional Nurse which is unnecessary and inappropriate.
It would restrict use of a title that 1egitimately be1ongs
to thousands of other nurses who do not choose to be
certified in New York State. It would mean the extinction
of nurse practitioners, as the American Medical Association
has asked its members not to enter into collaborative
agreements, which increase the liability risk for both
physicians and nurses~ It places physicians in control. of
nursing practice for which they are neither qua1ified nor
licensed. Finally, it restricts the practice of nursing by
other nurses who historical1y and currentl.y have been
providing .these services in nursing roles other than those
·called "nurse practitioner.
The problem is prescriptive authority only. I suggest you
consider the.bill proposed by the New York State Nurses
Association which addresses prescriptive privi1eges and
leaves intact the Nurse Practice Act.
Sincere1y ..

Kath1een P. Wade, RNC, M~A-

Women•s Hea1th

Care Hurse Practitioner,

133 Bast 73 Street ·

Rew York, R.Y. 10021
(212) 861-9000

May 9, 1988
Philip C. Pinsky
1st Asst. Counsel to the Majority
New York State Senate
State Capital
Room 336M

llbany, NY 12247

..Dear Mr. Pinsky:
Thank you for the opportunity to discuss proposed

legislation which would affect New York Sta~e ~ur~e
practitioners. In the interest of the public it is
essential that any nursing legislation be based_on a cle~r
and accurate understand~~g of contemporary nursing. Rapid
changes in health care combin7d with a ~adly outdated
.
general perception of professional nu:s 7ng ~ave resulted in
an urgent need for education and clarification.
)
.
.
I have practiced nursing in primary care settings since
1974. In 1975 I completed a nurse practitioner pr~graro_at
Planned Parenthood of New York City. I have,practice~ in
the nurse practitioner role in clinic sett~ngs for thirteen
years and I have for the past 5 years p 7o~ided ~ervices
directly to the public as a nurse practitio~er 1~
independent practice. I am also ~he Education D1rec~o: of
the women's Health Care Nurse Practitioner Program, Jointly
sponsored by s.U.N.Y. Health Science Center at Brooklyn and
Planned Parenthood of New York City. This program has
graduated over 200 nurse practitioners and has been
registered by the New York State Edu:ation De~artment since
its inception in.1980. The program is accredited b~ the
American Nurses Association. As further docu~en~a~ion of
primary care skills graduates <;ire ~ested and 1~d1v1dually
certified by the NAACOG Certification Corporation as
Obstetric/Gynecologic Nurse Practitioners.
In my conversations with various legislators and their
staffs and in our conversation as well, I noted several
areas which warrant clarification. Overall, it seems that
in their eagerness to secure prescriptive privileges some
proponents of legislation may have presen~ed an overly
pessimistic picture of the status of NPs in New York State.

in contrast to what seems to be a commonly held impression~
legislation is not needed to expand the.role of the nurse in
primary care. The Hurse Practitioner rol.e in·pri.mary heal.th
care is very we11 established in Rew York State and
throughout the country. Nursing practice evolves and
expands continuously as does medical practice. Nursing care
has kept pace with advances in health technology and nurses
in primary, secondary and tertiary care commonly play
critical and autonomous roles in assessment of the patient's
condition, diagnosis of abnormalities and treatment of
health problems ranging from minor to life threatening. The
development of Nurse Practitioner roles has been paralleled
by the establishment of advanced nursing practice roles in
coronary care, critical care, and community health. All of
these nurses prepare for their roles through advanced
education in certificate or master's degree programs and all
are eligible for certification as clinical specialists in
advanced practice. The evolution of the nurse practitioner
role is inseparable from the evolution of other nursing
roles. It should also be readily apparent that all nursing
roles in primary care including school nurse, public hea1tb
nurse, hospice nurse, occupational health nurse and others
overlap significantly with the nurse pract~tioner role.
Certifying the title nurse practitioner and implying that
suchlprimary care services are exclusive to nurse
practitioners is absurd and in the opinion of nurses in
other primary care roles would severely restrict their
practice.
...
The questions you raised about the scope of Nurse
Practitioner diagnosis and the quality of primary health
care services provided by nurse practitioners have long
since been addressed. More than a decade of research on the
nurse practitioner role has repeatedly documented the
accuracy of diagnoses made by.nurse practitionersr and the
appropriateness of treatments, prescriptions, consu1tations
and referral deci~ions.
Nurse Practitioners have not been found to diagnose outside
their scope of practice. Nurse Practitioner practice is
focused on health screening, case finding, and preventive
services. Care is provided for conditions which are
diagnosed by history, physical examination and lab tests.
When specialty car-e is required for diagnosis or treatment
the client is referred for care. Taking your example of a
client with a suspected brain tumor - a public health nurse,
nurse practitioner
physician in general practice would
all tentatively label this Rul.e Out Brain Tumor and refer
for definitive diagnosis.
, .•

or

The acceptance of the HP role is apparent in the ~idespread
and growing empl.oyment of HPs in HYS.
The l.egal.ity of HPs provision of Primary Health Care
services was underscored by the 1985 Health Department
Jtegul.ations which •provided cJ.arification regarding the
existing scope of nursing practice as authorized by the New
York State Education Department. The Department of Health
developed this regulation in cooperation with the State
.Education department and rith consul.tation from ~e State.

Board of Nursing to be sure that i t woul.d be consistent with
the New York State Education Law and Nursing Practice.•• (DOH

memorandum, April., 1986). Surely practice which was deemed
l.egal. in 1985 is still l~gal in 1988.

One is left with the impression that these supposed "legal"
questions are really a smokescreen to cov7r an effort to
award physicians control of other professionals and to
assuage physician's fears of competition at the expense of
nurses and the public.
The gap in primary health care which nu:s 7 p~actitio~ers

77

have sought to fill was created by physicians pra t ce

patterns and values. Nurse practitioners are providing
health care from a nursing base. The role comes out of a
long history of autonomous nursing ~r~ctice ~hich .
revolutionized health care in the military, in public health
clinics and in the community. The Proposed legislation
wou1d re-create DPs as Physicians Assistants. The
Physicians Assistant role already exists for_the purpo~e of
supporting and assisting the physician's m!dical pract~c~The BP ro1e exists for the purpose of meeting the publics
heal th care needs,

•

In contrast to physician's assistants, professional nurses
and nurse practitioners practice collaboratively wit~ .
physicians. Nursing and medicine are separate and d1s~inct
professions. Nurses are autonomously licensed professionals
who serve the public and are directly accountable to the
recipients of our care. For nurse practitio~ers in a~vanced
practice autonomy is essential to collaborative practice, to
client advocacy and to accountability. The proposed
1egis1ation wou1d deprive nurse practit~oners who_w7re
without a •mutual practice agreement" with a physician of
their right to practice independently ~d_to provide p~imary
care. Xt would deprive all nurse practitioners of their
appropriate col.laborative role with medicine.

)

I think that the bill's sponsors in their concern.for 3000
nurse practitioners who provide essential primary health
care in New York State have been unduly influenced by a
small group of NPs whose eagerness to reso1ve the awkward
and anxiety provoking situation around prescriptive
privileges have caused them to support unsound legislation.
The legislation currently under discussion however, offers
no real recognition of nursing expertise and would give
physicians total control over nursing services in primary
care. In my experience few physicians are willing to enter
into "mutual practice" agreements and many are part of
organized medicine's campaign against nurse practitioners.
'l'he implications of formally shared liability between a
nurse and physician should be apparent to members of the New
York State Legislature. Costs of liability insurance quoted
to physician's to cover "mutual practice" have been so high
as to prevent nurse practitioners from entering practice.
In contrast nurse practitioner liability policies even after
a mini liability crisis are reasonable and manageable for
individual nurse practitioners. Liability issues alone and
related costs arising out of the proposed legislation may be
sufficient in themselves to effect the extinction of nurse
practitioners as direct providers of primary care services.
I would like to urge that an alternative bill be prepared
which represents a public advocacy point of view by
preserving the NPs autonomy, and direct accountability to
the consumer. Nurses in New York State would be grateful if
the Senate would bring up for consideration the draft
prescriptive privilege bill prepared by the New York State
Nurses Association. The bill would not at the outset have
the support of the medical society, the 1972 Nurse Practice
act did not, and most likely the·bill currently under
consideration will not either. The interests of the public
would however be served by a bill which protects access to
nurse practitioner care, preserves the integrity of the
nurse practitioner role, and defends the right of all nurses
to provide primary health care services which overlap nurse
practitioner practice.
Nurse Practitioners are qualified to provide primary care
and to treat common health problems. We have done so for
more than 20 years. It was in 1965 that nurse practitioners
were first !9~~ll_y prepared for the role.
Our practice is
consistent with the 1972 New York State Nurse Practice Act.
Legislation is needed by Nurse Practitioners specifically in
the area of prescriptive authority, and such authority is
needed by nurses in Article 28 facilities as well. as in
other settings.

At this time when nurses are i~creasing1y loo~ed t':>·by the
·public to provide essentia1 p71mar~.c~re ser'!ices in
schoo1s 1 homes and other settin~s it 1s particularly,
critical to maintain the integrity of New York States model
Hurse PracticeAct.

:In closing, I would like to again tJ:ank Y?U fo:: your careful
attention to the implications of this 1eg1slat1on.· I hope
that we have an opportunity to meet and ta1k furt~er. In
the interim p1ease do not hesitate to contact me if I can be
of any assistance.

June 21. 1982
;.<:~-:-~;- : , }/:·:--~':::</ ;·.~·:-<\;;~;·
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Sincerely,

, --
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Kathleen P. Wade, RNC, M.A.
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. :?f:dering legislation for advanced nursf>irse in 1975 and I believe it would be
· that some of the problems we have en. ivoided.
(.>::·:·.

.

_______:.___.:-.. ....::;, .·.;.~.~... :. ~.·..:.~ a COIJIJlittee composed of doctors and
nurses could agree on what acts of "medical diagnosis and treatment, prescription and operation" were proper to be performed by advanced nurses.
The first problem surfaced at the very first meeting of the comnittee. The
physician and nurse members of the COITITlittee were also members of theirrespective regulatory boards. They had no experience with advanced nurse
practitioners, no knowledge of their educational preparation, and as a result, no base from which to draw valid conclusions. In addition, because
of their r·egulatory orientation they took very restrictive positions and
focused more·on controls than defining allowed practice.
The legislative mandate seemed clear - the role of the conmittee was to
define which acts of medical diagnosis and treatment, prescription and
operation were proper to be performed by nurses. The physician members
of the comittee however did not agree that it was ever proper for a nurse
to perform medical acts. Long years of bitter fighting followed. Members·
of the conmittee were pressured heavily by their professional colleagues
not to allow "encroachment of the role of the physician". After any meeting at which tentative agreements were. reached., the physician members were
harrassed by their colleagues so that they came to the next meeting and
disclaimed the prior tentative agreements. Two physicians resigned from.
the conmittee rather than endure the continued professional and economic

pressure •
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Dear President Fraley,

I understand New York State is considering legislation for advanced nurs-

ing practice. Florida took that course in 1975 and I believe it would be
helpful to share our experiences so that some of the problems we have encountered in specific areas can be avoided.

The first problem surfaced at. the very first meeting of the committee. The
ph,ysician and nurse members of the COlllllittee were also members of their
respective regulatory boards. They had no experience with advanced nurse
practitioners, no knowledge of their educational preparation, and as a result, no base from which to draw valid conclusions. In addition, because
of their regulatory orientation they took very restrictive positions and
focused more·on controls than defining allowed practice.

The nurse members, eager to reach agreement, accepted any restrictions imposed by the physicians and were similarly pressured by nurse practitioners.
Unfamiliar with the "state of the act", the nurse members were unwilling to
allow nurse practitioners to examine patients in the absence of the physician.
They wanted to restrict nurse practitioners in perfonning functions that were
currently being done by every public health nurse in the state. The practitioners became enraged by the proposEid restrictions and objected to further
regulation. No solutions satisfied everyone. A seige mentality developed.
At the end of four years no agreements had been reached.
It is now seven years later. The spiit between physicians and nurses remains
bitter. The committee has reached no substantive decisions. Members of the
corrmittee agree in private that it is impossible for them to do so for they
cannot anticipate all circur,1stances, and all conditions. In the long run, it
comes down to the individua1 nurse and physician deciding what is appropriate.
In the meantime every legis~ative se~~~;:;;; hz.s ;;aen dis1·upted by this issues.
All candidates for elected office are screened by the medical and nursing
community. Political contributions and endorsements are made or withheld, and
campaign workers assigned based on the candidates position on this one issue.
Florida legislators are fed up with the conflict, and the pressures it has
put upon them.

Susan J. Fraley, President
New York State Nurses' Association
2113 Western Avenue
Guilderland, New York 12084

Joint Colllnittees
In 1975 it seemed very rational that a co11111ittee composed of doctors and
nurses could agree on what acts of "medical diagnosis and treatment, prescription and operation" were proper to be performed by advanced nurses.

------··-
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The legislative mandate seemed clear - the role of the co1t1Dittee was to

define which acts of medical diagnosis and treatment, prescription and
operation were proper to be performed by nurses. The physician members
of the C0111Dittee however did not agree that it was ever proper for a nurse
to perform medical acts. Long years of bitter fighting followed. Members
of the conmittee were pressured heavily by their professional colleagues
not to allow •encroachnent of the role of the physician". After any meeting at which tentative agreements were reached, the physician members were
harrassed by their colleagues so that they came to the next meeting and
disclaimed the prior tentative agreements. Two physicians resigned from
the ccmaittee rather than endure the continued professional and economic
pressure.

P.O. Box 6985 • Orlando, Florida 32853 • 1235 E. Concord Street • Orlando, Florida 32803 • Phone (305) 896-3261

In retrospect, it is easy to understand why no agreements were reached. The
fundamental proble~ is the attempt to characterize and act as the exclusive
profession of one profession even when it is being preformed by someone in
another profession. Examples clarify the issue: A dentist makes incisions
into the gums, places sutures, and prescribes appropriate medications; all
acts which physicians would characterize as medical. Yet the dentist is
practicing dentistry, not medicine. His prescriptive ability is defined by
statute, not by a co11111ittee of physicians and pharmacists. He does not function under the supervision of a physician. In the same way a coomittee of
attorneys does not decide what real estate brokers can do, a conmittee of
psychiatrists does not determine what psychologists can do, nor does a committee of CPA's determine what an accountant can do. In all of these instances the legislature, by statute, defines the scope of practice. It is
interesting to note that in all these instances, the professional rivalry
persists. ·
The second fundamental problem is that the coomittee attempts to define specifics. Decisions> once adopted as rules, apply equally to all practice
settings and locations in the state. It quickly became obvious that what was
appropriate in a teritiary care urban teaching hospital was totally inappropriate in a primary care maternity clinic in the Everglades. In attempting
to legislate the standard of reasonable care the conmittee removed all discretion on the part of the physicians and nurse practitioners.
Anyone with any experience in medical malpractice areas understands the flexibility of co11111unity standards for determining the appropriate roothodology for
delivering care.
Written Agreements
The requirement for written agreements arose in Florida from the joint committee and not from the legislature. As regulators, the connittee did not
believe a collaborative or supervisory relationship existed between physician
and nurse unless they could see it and examine it in writing. In short, their

*

-

.

. -------- was once again on disciplinary enforcement.

-----

focus
Again, what seemed logical
at first became a disaster. If one accepts the premise that the agreement
is not valid or enforceable unless it is in writing, it is a small step to
controlling the content of the agreement. And that is where all the prior
conflict re-enters.

There is a definite inhibiting effect on physicians. First, the written
agreement becomes public record and the physician becomes subject to professional pressure. Second, the standard of reasonable care is eliminated,
and a standard of neglegence per se imposed. Failure of a physician or
nurse to abide by the letter of the agreement becomes a violation of the
statute and subjects the participants to additional liability. Third, the
written agreement inhibits practice. The relationship between the parties
is a dynamic one that grows and changes as time passes. Unless that agreement is amended monthly, it will never accurately reflect good medical or
nursing care. In fact, in Florida it is the physician's who are most upset
with the requirement for written agreements.
In sunmatjon, I would tell you that the small gains for nurse pr~ctitioners
obtained by our legislation has not been worth the cost to legislators, physicians, nurses or the citizens of Florida.

I hope by sharing our experiences you can reach a more reasoned course of
action.

_3!fr!Y•.

.,~

V i ~ t y , R.N.,

VH/kd

Executive Director

